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WHAT THE CRITICS SAY:
Rampike “one of the few journals to consistently publish conceptual work in an international context.” - Jason McBride/Quill & Quire
“Rampike, one of the most elegant and lively ‘zeens’ in Canada” -Phil Hall/Books in Canada.
“In Canada, a very rich and vital experimentalism is in evidence in periodicals such as Rampike” -Marjorie Perloff/Radical Artifice
"This is a vital and important journal” - Judith Hoffberg/Umbrella.
“I've never seen any other magazine that so successfully moves back and forth from academic analysis to the frontiers of experimental art.” -Mike Gunderloy/Fact Sheet Five (N.Y.)
“Rampike, edited by Karl Jirgens, is a progressive champion magazine of aggressively promoting tomorrow's fashionable poetry. Ritz!” -Michael Basinski /The Small Magazine Review (N. Y.)